
Klavan:  Timing  Of  Honduran
Caravan Is Suspicious

The Honduran migrant caravan is currently making its way up through Mexico,
and looks like it’s expected to arrive at the southern U.S. border right before the
midterms. Daily Wire podcast host Andrew Klavan thinks that timing is a little
strange, and he explained what impact it could have on the upcoming elections on
Monday’s episode of “The Andrew Klavan Show.”

“As  the  midterms  approach,  it  is  the  right  way  to  look  at  events  like  this:
everything is being constructed and placed as a campaign issue,” he said. “So the
big  story  you’re  hearing about,  or  not  hearing about  if  you’re  watching the
mainstream media,  is  this  caravan,  this  invasion  of  people  coming  up  from
Honduras, and now Mexicans are joining as well, they broke through the Mexican
lines  and  regathered.  It  started  out  with  four  thousand,  now  maybe  seven
thousand, they say maybe as high as ten thousand.

He continued:  “Trump is  saying he’s  gonna cut  off  aid  to  Central  American
countries, he’s saying he’s gonna send the army down — which he’s completely
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within his rights to do; they defend our border. Of course, they’re gonna get here
just in time for the midterms, right? We know as they get here — and I’m not
usually suspicious about stuff like this but in this case I think you have to be — as
we get to the midterms suddenly they’re not gonna have enough food, because
obviously  somebody’s  paying  for  this,  obviously  somebody’s  supporting  them
along the way, we’re gonna start to see this.”

Klavan pointed out that while the Democrats are remaining silent for the moment,
once  the  images  of  crying  babies  start  circling  around  social  media,  it  will
suddenly become a major issue.

“We’ll start to hear about the humanitarian crisis of it all, and we’ll start to hear
what  terrible  people  we  are,”  he  explained.  “But  really,  we  cannot  take  in
everybody. It’s a problem because if we stop them — we don’t want anybody to
get killed, we don’t want there to be violence — but if we just let them in what
happens? Next caravan; the next day they start building another caravan.”

Source:  https://www.dailywire.com/news/37460/klavan-timing-honduran-caravan-
suspicious-jacob-airey
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